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Do you have no clue where to start when it comes to crocheting? Discover simple techniques to
create amazing patterns in just three days.Have you tried crocheting only to get confused by the
stitches, hooks, and other details? Have you given up or put your crocheting projects on the
back burner hoping for an easier way? Author Emma Brown learned to crochet and knit at her
grandmother’s feet and has started crochet circles in just about every city she’s lived in. Now
Brown is sharing all of her grandmother's secrets with you.In Crochet for Beginners: Quick and
Easy Way to Master Spectacular Crochet Stitches in 3 Days, Brown walks you through various
crochet techniques step-by-step. Gone are the complicated explanations and confusing
terminology, replaced by beautiful, easy-to-follow visuals. Brown's smart system can take you
from beginner level all the way up through more complex projects like crocheting afghans. In no
time, you'll feel more comfortable with this relaxing, artistic, and satisfying process.Inside
Crochet for Beginners, you’ll discover:How to master almost any crochet pattern in as little as
three daysHow to make all 21 gorgeous crochet patterns featured in the bookThe specific hooks
to purchase for your projects and how to know which stitches are whichA comprehensive
glossary of those tricky crochet terms10 fast-track tips to get you started quickly and easily, and
much, much more!Crochet for Beginners is an incredible resource for any crochet fan, whether
you're a beginner or an experienced pro. If you like your crochet instructions packed full of
tutorials, diagrams, and full-color photos, then you’ll love Brown's landmark book.Buy Crochet
for Beginners to stitch your hobby together today!



CROCHET FOR BEGINNERSQuick and Easy Way to MasterSpectacular Crochet Stitches in 3
DaysBy Emma BrownCopyright© 2014 by Emma Brown - All rights reserved. Printed in the
United States of America.Copyright: No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed,
or transmitted in any form or by any means, including scanning, photocopying, recording or
other electronic mechanical methods, without prior written permission of the copyright
holder.First Printing, 2014 - Printed in the United States of America“If I were able to leave you
with only one piece of crochet advice, it would be to always have fun. Learn the basics, but then
just go crazy with your crafty self!"- Twinkie ChanTable of ContentsIntroductionTools and
MaterialsHookYarnsUnderstanding PatternsCrochet TerminologyBasic and Advanced
StitchesStarting a Crochet ProjectStitchesFinishing ProjectTechniques and
StitchesTechniquesStitchesPatternsBeginnerIntermediateAdvancedPractical Crocheting
TipsGlossaryFAQConclusionAbout the AuthorIntroductionCrocheting is a hobby that is ever
increasing in popularity and this is for a wide range of reasons! Not only is it fun to create your
own clothing, home wares and toys, and a brilliant way to express your creativity, it is also
relaxing, entertaining and often it creates a strong bond with friends or family if you decide to
collaborate on a project. Crocheting is an amazingly useful skill to have, and not too challenging
to come to grips with, and reading this guide will give you all the tools you need to master it
within three short days – what better way could you spend your time?Crochet is derived from the
French word meaning ‘hook’ and it’s the process of creating fabric from yarn, thread or other
material strands using a crochet hook. These hooks can be made from metals, woods or plastic.
The process of crocheting is similar to that of knitting, in that it consists of pulling loops of
material through other loops. It differs from knitting because only one stitch is active at a time,
and it uses the hook rather than knitting needles, which creates a wide variety of unique stitches
allowing you to create some very special products. Many people find crocheting easier to master
as it only uses the one primary tool, but this simplicity allows you to become much more creative
with your designs.Watch video toTools and MaterialsHookThe hook (sometimes referred to as
the crochet needle) is the most important tool when starting a crocheting project. It’s a tool with a
hook on one end that is used to draw yarn or thread through knotted loops. Only one is needed
to create a crochet stitch.Crochet hooks are typically made of wood, plastic, casein or metal.
They are designed for right or left-handed use and the handles are all shaped in different ways
for comfort, ease-of-use or personal preference.There are two ways to hold a crochet hook:The
Pencil Grip – which involves holding the hook in the same way you would a pencil.The Knife Grip
– which is holding the hook in an overhang grip, in a similar way to how you would hold a
knife.The way you hold the hook depends on what is the most comfortable for you. Some people
like to switch between the holds to prevent hand cramp or weariness.It’s essential that you select
the right crochet hook, not only for the yarn you have selected and the project you’re working on,
but also for your comfort. Working with the right hook will make all the difference to your finished



project.Below is a guide to the types of hooks available.Inline vs. Not Inline – Although the visual
difference between an inline and non-inline hook is very subtle, the impact it will have on your
crocheting is not. The notch on an inline hook is more passive, as it is all along one single line. If
the hook has any overhang, it is referred to as not inline. Whichever hook you choose, depends
on your personal preference.InlineNot InlineThe hook is made up of many different parts, all of
which play a very important part to the crochet project. They are as follows:Head – the head of
the hook is where the yarn is kept.Shaft – this is the neck of the hook, which is either shaped
inline or not inline.Handle – this is the portion of the hook held by the crotchetier.Thumb Rest –
this is where you rest your thumb for comfort.Throat – this is the gap which holds the yarn.Point –
this is the very tip of the hook that is pushed into the loops of yarn.These factors all vary in the
different types of crochet hooks, and the decision on which hook(s) you purchase depends on
what you’ll be using the tool for.Below are a few examples of what is currently on the market
(shown from left to right in the image below):Generic Aluminum Hook – these hooks are
generally not inline and cheap, which can be problematic if you need something sturdy. Always
consider thickness when buying one of these.– these hooks are also not inline, and are the most
commonly referred to when talking about styles. They are very popular, most people who love to
crochet have a selection in different sizes.– these hooks are designed with comfort in mind. The
shorter handle means less to work with. Addi is a European manufacturer so their products are
typically found online.Kollage Square Hook – these are rounded, not inline hooks which are
aimed at people who prefer to work with the hook in the knife grip. Kollage is American made
and available in a range of different sizes and shapes.– these hooks are manufactured in Japan
and are sturdy, sitting in between inline and not inline, making them the best of both worlds. They
are more suitable for pencil grip users.Hamanaka Raku Rake Double-Ended Hook – these
hooks are also manufactured in Japan. The double-ended, shorter hooks are comfortable in
both style of holds.– the head of these hooks is in between inline and not inline. It’s sturdy and
comfortable to use with a range of materials.– these are inline hooks with are a great alterative to
Boye. They’re inexpensive and work well.Bamboo Hook – these hooks are inline with a
cylindrical shaped handle. They are shorter which some prefer, but others find more challenging
to work with. The usage of this depends on your grip, and is better tested before buying.The
Craft Yarn Council of America – an industry trade association – has formulated a standard
crochet hook and knitting needle sizes. The crochet hook size is measured by the thickness of
the shaft.Watch video forYarnsThe yarn is what you’ll be using to create your piece, so you will
want to choose one that you like, but also one that is suitable for the equipment you have and
the project you’re working on.When buying the yarn, there are a few things you should take into
consideration:Yarn Texture – smooth yarn is easier to work with for a first project.Yarn Color –
lighter colors are easier to work with as you can see the stitches better.Yarn vs. Crochet Thread
– thread is more challenging to work with, but perfect for projects such as doilies.Yarn Weights –
Medium to higher weights are easier to start with.The main choices of yarn available are:Wool
Yarn – this is an excellent choice for practicing crochet stitches as it’s easy to unravel and



rework.Cotton Yarn – this is an inelastic fiber which makes it slightly more challenging than
wool.Acrylic Yarn – this is very popular as it’s available in a variety of colors and it’s also
affordable.The way you hold the yarn while you work is down to what feels comfortable for you,
but blow is a few tips to get you started:• You place the yarn in your less dominant hand.• The
yarn hand feeds the yarn to your hook.• The yarn hand controls the tension of the yarn being fed,
and determines how loose or tight your finished project will be.• You can practice weaving the
yarn through your fingers to see which feels the most comfortable and controlled for you.Watch
video onThe Craft Council of America has produced a chart of yarn weights and their suitability
to crochet hooks:Understanding PatternsA key part to understanding crochet patterns is
understanding the language they are written in. They use a lot of abbreviations to make the text
more concise. These abbreviations are included in the Glossary section of this guide.Once you
are familiar with the stitches and the relevant abbreviations, you will need to work out if the
pattern is written in rows or rounds. Rows will be to create something back and forth, such as a
blanket; rounds are to crate tubes with no seams, such as for a hat.In the pattern, the directions
for each round or row will be written on a separate line. If you’re working in rows, you’ll turn your
work at the end of each row then work back across the top of the previous row, whereas if you’re
working in rounds you’ll work in a continual spiral so you won’t need to turn the work.At the end
of each row or round, the pattern will give the number of stitches you should have completed in
parentheses, so you can confirm that you are doing it right.Most rounds include a set of
repeated instructions. This is indicated with symbols which vary from pattern to pattern. This
may be brackets ( ) [ ] or asterisks * * around the stitches that are to be repeated. After whichever
symbol is chosen will be the number of times these stitches are to be done. For example:
(sc2tog, sc in the next st) 3 times, 2 sc in the next st.Which means you should sc2tog, sc,
sc2tog, sc, sc2tog, sc 2 sc. (Check Glossary for abbreviations.).So an example of a full line of
instructions could be:Rnd 5: (2 sc in the next st, sc in the next 3 st )6 times (30 st)Which may
look intimidating to start with, but once you break it all down it much easier to understand.Rnd 5:
This is the fifth round in the pattern.2 sc in the next st. Make 2 single crochet stitches, both in the
same stitch.Sc in the next 3 st. Make 2 single crochet stitch into each of the next 3 stitches.6
times. Repeat everything inside the brackets 6 times.(30 stitches) You will make a total of 30
stitches in this round.So as you can see, it’s all about breaking down the instructions into
workable directions.Video on how toCROCHET FOR BEGINNERSQuick and Easy Way to
MasterSpectacular Crochet Stitches in 3 DaysBy Emma BrownCROCHET FOR
BEGINNERSQuick and Easy Way to MasterSpectacular Crochet Stitches in 3 DaysBy Emma
BrownCopyright© 2014 by Emma Brown - All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of
America.Copyright: No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in
any form or by any means, including scanning, photocopying, recording or other electronic
mechanical methods, without prior written permission of the copyright holder.First Printing, 2014
- Printed in the United States of AmericaCopyright© 2014 by Emma Brown - All rights reserved.
Printed in the United States of America.Copyright: No part of this publication may be



reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including scanning,
photocopying, recording or other electronic mechanical methods, without prior written
permission of the copyright holder.First Printing, 2014 - Printed in the United States of America“If
I were able to leave you with only one piece of crochet advice, it would be to always have fun.
Learn the basics, but then just go crazy with your crafty self!"- Twinkie Chan“If I were able to
leave you with only one piece of crochet advice, it would be to always have fun. Learn the basics,
but then just go crazy with your crafty self!"- Twinkie ChanTable of ContentsIntroductionTools
and MaterialsHookYarnsUnderstanding PatternsCrochet TerminologyBasic and Advanced
StitchesStarting a Crochet ProjectStitchesFinishing ProjectTechniques and
StitchesTechniquesStitchesPatternsBeginnerIntermediateAdvancedPractical Crocheting
TipsGlossaryFAQConclusionAbout the AuthorTable of ContentsIntroductionTools and
MaterialsHookYarnsUnderstanding PatternsCrochet TerminologyBasic and Advanced
StitchesStarting a Crochet ProjectStitchesFinishing ProjectTechniques and
StitchesTechniquesStitchesPatternsBeginnerIntermediateAdvancedPractical Crocheting
TipsGlossaryFAQConclusionAbout the AuthorIntroductionCrocheting is a hobby that is ever
increasing in popularity and this is for a wide range of reasons! Not only is it fun to create your
own clothing, home wares and toys, and a brilliant way to express your creativity, it is also
relaxing, entertaining and often it creates a strong bond with friends or family if you decide to
collaborate on a project. Crocheting is an amazingly useful skill to have, and not too challenging
to come to grips with, and reading this guide will give you all the tools you need to master it
within three short days – what better way could you spend your time?Crochet is derived from the
French word meaning ‘hook’ and it’s the process of creating fabric from yarn, thread or other
material strands using a crochet hook. These hooks can be made from metals, woods or plastic.
The process of crocheting is similar to that of knitting, in that it consists of pulling loops of
material through other loops. It differs from knitting because only one stitch is active at a time,
and it uses the hook rather than knitting needles, which creates a wide variety of unique stitches
allowing you to create some very special products. Many people find crocheting easier to master
as it only uses the one primary tool, but this simplicity allows you to become much more creative
with your designs.Watch video toIntroductionCrocheting is a hobby that is ever increasing in
popularity and this is for a wide range of reasons! Not only is it fun to create your own clothing,
home wares and toys, and a brilliant way to express your creativity, it is also relaxing,
entertaining and often it creates a strong bond with friends or family if you decide to collaborate
on a project. Crocheting is an amazingly useful skill to have, and not too challenging to come to
grips with, and reading this guide will give you all the tools you need to master it within three
short days – what better way could you spend your time?Crochet is derived from the French
word meaning ‘hook’ and it’s the process of creating fabric from yarn, thread or other material
strands using a crochet hook. These hooks can be made from metals, woods or plastic. The
process of crocheting is similar to that of knitting, in that it consists of pulling loops of material
through other loops. It differs from knitting because only one stitch is active at a time, and it uses



the hook rather than knitting needles, which creates a wide variety of unique stitches allowing
you to create some very special products. Many people find crocheting easier to master as it
only uses the one primary tool, but this simplicity allows you to become much more creative with
your designs.Watch video toTools and MaterialsHookThe hook (sometimes referred to as the
crochet needle) is the most important tool when starting a crocheting project. It’s a tool with a
hook on one end that is used to draw yarn or thread through knotted loops. Only one is needed
to create a crochet stitch.Crochet hooks are typically made of wood, plastic, casein or metal.
They are designed for right or left-handed use and the handles are all shaped in different ways
for comfort, ease-of-use or personal preference.There are two ways to hold a crochet hook:The
Pencil Grip – which involves holding the hook in the same way you would a pencil.The Knife Grip
– which is holding the hook in an overhang grip, in a similar way to how you would hold a
knife.The way you hold the hook depends on what is the most comfortable for you. Some people
like to switch between the holds to prevent hand cramp or weariness.It’s essential that you select
the right crochet hook, not only for the yarn you have selected and the project you’re working on,
but also for your comfort. Working with the right hook will make all the difference to your finished
project.Below is a guide to the types of hooks available.Inline vs. Not Inline – Although the visual
difference between an inline and non-inline hook is very subtle, the impact it will have on your
crocheting is not. The notch on an inline hook is more passive, as it is all along one single line. If
the hook has any overhang, it is referred to as not inline. Whichever hook you choose, depends
on your personal preference.InlineNot InlineThe hook is made up of many different parts, all of
which play a very important part to the crochet project. They are as follows:Head – the head of
the hook is where the yarn is kept.Shaft – this is the neck of the hook, which is either shaped
inline or not inline.Handle – this is the portion of the hook held by the crotchetier.Thumb Rest –
this is where you rest your thumb for comfort.Throat – this is the gap which holds the yarn.Point –
this is the very tip of the hook that is pushed into the loops of yarn.These factors all vary in the
different types of crochet hooks, and the decision on which hook(s) you purchase depends on
what you’ll be using the tool for.Below are a few examples of what is currently on the market
(shown from left to right in the image below):Generic Aluminum Hook – these hooks are
generally not inline and cheap, which can be problematic if you need something sturdy. Always
consider thickness when buying one of these.– these hooks are also not inline, and are the most
commonly referred to when talking about styles. They are very popular, most people who love to
crochet have a selection in different sizes.– these hooks are designed with comfort in mind. The
shorter handle means less to work with. Addi is a European manufacturer so their products are
typically found online.Kollage Square Hook – these are rounded, not inline hooks which are
aimed at people who prefer to work with the hook in the knife grip. Kollage is American made
and available in a range of different sizes and shapes.– these hooks are manufactured in Japan
and are sturdy, sitting in between inline and not inline, making them the best of both worlds. They
are more suitable for pencil grip users.Hamanaka Raku Rake Double-Ended Hook – these
hooks are also manufactured in Japan. The double-ended, shorter hooks are comfortable in



both style of holds.– the head of these hooks is in between inline and not inline. It’s sturdy and
comfortable to use with a range of materials.– these are inline hooks with are a great alterative to
Boye. They’re inexpensive and work well.Bamboo Hook – these hooks are inline with a
cylindrical shaped handle. They are shorter which some prefer, but others find more challenging
to work with. The usage of this depends on your grip, and is better tested before buying.Tools
and MaterialsHookThe hook (sometimes referred to as the crochet needle) is the most
important tool when starting a crocheting project. It’s a tool with a hook on one end that is used
to draw yarn or thread through knotted loops. Only one is needed to create a crochet
stitch.Crochet hooks are typically made of wood, plastic, casein or metal. They are designed for
right or left-handed use and the handles are all shaped in different ways for comfort, ease-of-use
or personal preference.There are two ways to hold a crochet hook:The Pencil Grip – which
involves holding the hook in the same way you would a pencil.The Knife Grip – which is holding
the hook in an overhang grip, in a similar way to how you would hold a knife.The way you hold
the hook depends on what is the most comfortable for you. Some people like to switch between
the holds to prevent hand cramp or weariness.It’s essential that you select the right crochet
hook, not only for the yarn you have selected and the project you’re working on, but also for your
comfort. Working with the right hook will make all the difference to your finished project.Below is
a guide to the types of hooks available.Inline vs. Not Inline – Although the visual difference
between an inline and non-inline hook is very subtle, the impact it will have on your crocheting is
not. The notch on an inline hook is more passive, as it is all along one single line. If the hook has
any overhang, it is referred to as not inline. Whichever hook you choose, depends on your
personal preference.InlineNot InlineThe hook is made up of many different parts, all of which
play a very important part to the crochet project. They are as follows:Head – the head of the
hook is where the yarn is kept.Shaft – this is the neck of the hook, which is either shaped inline
or not inline.Handle – this is the portion of the hook held by the crotchetier.Thumb Rest – this is
where you rest your thumb for comfort.Throat – this is the gap which holds the yarn.Point – this is
the very tip of the hook that is pushed into the loops of yarn.These factors all vary in the different
types of crochet hooks, and the decision on which hook(s) you purchase depends on what you’ll
be using the tool for.Below are a few examples of what is currently on the market (shown from
left to right in the image below):Generic Aluminum Hook – these hooks are generally not inline
and cheap, which can be problematic if you need something sturdy. Always consider thickness
when buying one of these. – these hooks are also not inline, and are the most commonly
referred to when talking about styles. They are very popular, most people who love to crochet
have a selection in different sizes. – these hooks are designed with comfort in mind. The shorter
handle means less to work with. Addi is a European manufacturer so their products are typically
found online.Kollage Square Hook – these are rounded, not inline hooks which are aimed at
people who prefer to work with the hook in the knife grip. Kollage is American made and
available in a range of different sizes and shapes. – these hooks are manufactured in Japan and
are sturdy, sitting in between inline and not inline, making them the best of both worlds. They are



more suitable for pencil grip users.Hamanaka Raku Rake Double-Ended Hook – these hooks
are also manufactured in Japan. The double-ended, shorter hooks are comfortable in both style
of holds. – the head of these hooks is in between inline and not inline. It’s sturdy and comfortable
to use with a range of materials. – these are inline hooks with are a great alterative to Boye.
They’re inexpensive and work well.Bamboo Hook – these hooks are inline with a cylindrical
shaped handle. They are shorter which some prefer, but others find more challenging to work
with. The usage of this depends on your grip, and is better tested before buying.The Craft Yarn
Council of America – an industry trade association – has formulated a standard crochet hook
and knitting needle sizes. The crochet hook size is measured by the thickness of the
shaft.Watch video forThe Craft Yarn Council of America – an industry trade association – has
formulated a standard crochet hook and knitting needle sizes. The crochet hook size is
measured by the thickness of the shaft.Watch video forYarnsThe yarn is what you’ll be using to
create your piece, so you will want to choose one that you like, but also one that is suitable for
the equipment you have and the project you’re working on.When buying the yarn, there are a few
things you should take into consideration:Yarn Texture – smooth yarn is easier to work with for a
first project.Yarn Color – lighter colors are easier to work with as you can see the stitches
better.Yarn vs. Crochet Thread – thread is more challenging to work with, but perfect for projects
such as doilies.Yarn Weights – Medium to higher weights are easier to start with.YarnsThe yarn
is what you’ll be using to create your piece, so you will want to choose one that you like, but also
one that is suitable for the equipment you have and the project you’re working on.When buying
the yarn, there are a few things you should take into consideration:Yarn Texture – smooth yarn is
easier to work with for a first project.Yarn Color – lighter colors are easier to work with as you can
see the stitches better.Yarn vs. Crochet Thread – thread is more challenging to work with, but
perfect for projects such as doilies.Yarn Weights – Medium to higher weights are easier to start
with.The main choices of yarn available are:Wool Yarn – this is an excellent choice for practicing
crochet stitches as it’s easy to unravel and rework.Cotton Yarn – this is an inelastic fiber which
makes it slightly more challenging than wool.Acrylic Yarn – this is very popular as it’s available in
a variety of colors and it’s also affordable.The main choices of yarn available are:Wool Yarn – this
is an excellent choice for practicing crochet stitches as it’s easy to unravel and rework.Cotton
Yarn – this is an inelastic fiber which makes it slightly more challenging than wool.Acrylic Yarn –
this is very popular as it’s available in a variety of colors and it’s also affordable.The way you hold
the yarn while you work is down to what feels comfortable for you, but blow is a few tips to get
you started:• You place the yarn in your less dominant hand.• The yarn hand feeds the yarn to
your hook.• The yarn hand controls the tension of the yarn being fed, and determines how loose
or tight your finished project will be.• You can practice weaving the yarn through your fingers to
see which feels the most comfortable and controlled for you.Watch video onThe way you hold
the yarn while you work is down to what feels comfortable for you, but blow is a few tips to get
you started:• You place the yarn in your less dominant hand.• The yarn hand feeds the yarn to
your hook.• The yarn hand controls the tension of the yarn being fed, and determines how loose



or tight your finished project will be.• You can practice weaving the yarn through your fingers to
see which feels the most comfortable and controlled for you.Watch video onThe Craft Council of
America has produced a chart of yarn weights and their suitability to crochet hooks:The Craft
Council of America has produced a chart of yarn weights and their suitability to crochet
hooks:Understanding PatternsA key part to understanding crochet patterns is understanding the
language they are written in. They use a lot of abbreviations to make the text more concise.
These abbreviations are included in the Glossary section of this guide.Once you are familiar with
the stitches and the relevant abbreviations, you will need to work out if the pattern is written in
rows or rounds. Rows will be to create something back and forth, such as a blanket; rounds are
to crate tubes with no seams, such as for a hat.In the pattern, the directions for each round or
row will be written on a separate line. If you’re working in rows, you’ll turn your work at the end of
each row then work back across the top of the previous row, whereas if you’re working in rounds
you’ll work in a continual spiral so you won’t need to turn the work.At the end of each row or
round, the pattern will give the number of stitches you should have completed in parentheses, so
you can confirm that you are doing it right.Most rounds include a set of repeated instructions.
This is indicated with symbols which vary from pattern to pattern. This may be brackets ( ) [ ] or
asterisks * * around the stitches that are to be repeated. After whichever symbol is chosen will
be the number of times these stitches are to be done. For example:(sc2tog, sc in the next st) 3
times, 2 sc in the next st.Which means you should sc2tog, sc, sc2tog, sc, sc2tog, sc 2 sc.
(Check Glossary for abbreviations.).So an example of a full line of instructions could be:Rnd 5:
(2 sc in the next st, sc in the next 3 st )6 times (30 st)Which may look intimidating to start with,
but once you break it all down it much easier to understand.Rnd 5: This is the fifth round in the
pattern.2 sc in the next st. Make 2 single crochet stitches, both in the same stitch.Sc in the next 3
st. Make 2 single crochet stitch into each of the next 3 stitches.6 times. Repeat everything inside
the brackets 6 times.(30 stitches) You will make a total of 30 stitches in this round.So as you can
see, it’s all about breaking down the instructions into workable directions.Video on how
toUnderstanding PatternsA key part to understanding crochet patterns is understanding the
language they are written in. They use a lot of abbreviations to make the text more concise.
These abbreviations are included in the Glossary section of this guide.Once you are familiar with
the stitches and the relevant abbreviations, you will need to work out if the pattern is written in
rows or rounds. Rows will be to create something back and forth, such as a blanket; rounds are
to crate tubes with no seams, such as for a hat.In the pattern, the directions for each round or
row will be written on a separate line. If you’re working in rows, you’ll turn your work at the end of
each row then work back across the top of the previous row, whereas if you’re working in rounds
you’ll work in a continual spiral so you won’t need to turn the work.At the end of each row or
round, the pattern will give the number of stitches you should have completed in parentheses, so
you can confirm that you are doing it right.Most rounds include a set of repeated instructions.
This is indicated with symbols which vary from pattern to pattern. This may be brackets ( ) [ ] or
asterisks * * around the stitches that are to be repeated. After whichever symbol is chosen will



be the number of times these stitches are to be done. For example:(sc2tog, sc in the next st) 3
times, 2 sc in the next st.Which means you should sc2tog, sc, sc2tog, sc, sc2tog, sc 2 sc.
(Check Glossary for abbreviations.).So an example of a full line of instructions could be:Rnd 5:
(2 sc in the next st, sc in the next 3 st )6 times (30 st)Which may look intimidating to start with,
but once you break it all down it much easier to understand.Rnd 5: This is the fifth round in the
pattern.2 sc in the next st. Make 2 single crochet stitches, both in the same stitch.Sc in the next 3
st. Make 2 single crochet stitch into each of the next 3 stitches.6 times. Repeat everything inside
the brackets 6 times.(30 stitches) You will make a total of 30 stitches in this round.So as you can
see, it’s all about breaking down the instructions into workable directions.Video on how to
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(Crochet Patterns Book 1) Crochet Afghans: Discover How to Crochet a Perfect Afghan in Less
Than a Day Big Book of Crochet Afghans: 26 Afghans for Year-Round Stitching (Annie's Crochet)
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Ebook Library Reader, “How I re-learned to crochet. I first learned to crochet over 50 years ago
and was very keen on it, but after a few years my life got busier so set it aside in favor of other
things such a as family, career, etc. Over the year I've done lots of other "crafty things like sewing
clothes for myself and my children, embroidery, and knitting.But now that I want to crochet I have
found that I've forgotten howI've looked at other books but the language was clumsy and the
illustrations or photos were not that helpful for me.This book while not perfect , does excel in
both explanations and diagrams or illustrations. Not only can I simply pick up a book and just
start, but if I get stuck the book is right here to look it up!Plus, it came to me from Kindle
Unlimited so I got it for free! And if I decide to keep it forever in my library the cost is very
reasonable.”

Am. Custom., “I can crochet now!! Well sort of . . ... I learned the basics of crocheting as a small
child and was super excited when my neighbor recently called together a crocheting party. It
turned out my crooked scarf was no match for the baby hats and fingerless gloves of the others.
I basically hid my work in embarrassment while pretending I knew what I was doing.This book,
however, has given me confidence that at our next crocheting party I will be able to crochet
something other than a crooked scarf!! The patterns in the back are beautiful, fun and detailed.
At first glance they were confusing, but when I read the book in its entirety I could see that they
are explained in great detail in the preceding chapters – complete with detailed drawings and
links to short youtube videos showing how to compete each of the described task. I love the
idea of having video links in an ebook!My favourite technique that I learned was how to make a
pompom (probably because it was the easiest technique)! I have to say that there are a lot of
details in the first few pages of this book that may seem at first to be superfluous (e.g., where
certain types of crocheting hooks originated from), but after reading this I took out my crochet
hook and sat down to tackle my favorite pattern with the help of the videos and instructions in
this book. I’m no pro yet, but I look forward to trying every pattern given!! I would highly
recommend to anyone with little to no experience who wants to learn to crochet!”

Barbara E. Allen, “This book is really good for beginners to learn the various crochet stitches..
Loved this book. Shows very well how to do all the mostly basic stitches in an understandable
way. A left hand version would be nice”

Debra S McGee, “Good for beginners. I taught myself to knit years ago because I could not
crochet. I don't know why, but it just didn't work. This book was better than any videos because it
basically puts things on pause at the important junctures. There aren't so many things on each
page to where I get super distracted or anxious about what is coming. It also isn't so scattered
that I have to worry about changing pages mid-stitch.It has a really clean format and I was really
happy that it didn't have beautiful finished products at the beginning with all of the definitions. I've



had too many failed efforts not to feel a little inadequate. I have successfully completed four rows
of what may be a reasonably adequate pot holder. That is three and a half more than I've ever
done before. Start small, you know? Anyway, if you want to start slow, and get distracted easily,
or are a poster child for #nailedit ads, I'd try this book. Well, I did and I recommend.”

April, “Really good step by step guide. My grandmother did this while I grew up and made my
whole family blankets when they were born and I still have mine so I wanted to learn how to
crochet. I got this book looking for a step by step guide and it is pretty easy to fallow and do.”

Berenice, “Finally a simple book to learn from. My Mum tried to teach me and failed. I tried for
years until I found this book now I can do it I'm so pleased even tho it's taken me 46 years to
find a method that clicked  with me. Thank you author.”

Katie bob, “Seems well written. I have never been able to progress with crochet due to not
understanding turning chains etc. This seems like a good book for a beginner like me. I am
puzzled though as nowhere in the book can I find reference to the different terminology between
US and English crochet terms. It doesn't particularly matter to me as long as I know which
system the book is using. Can anyone help with this query?”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 666 people have provided feedback.
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